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Abstract  

The literature on business strategy and management control often underscores the necessity 

that companies, in their strategic processes, strive to first set goals and strategies and there-

after conduct investments in organization and technologies. However, some scholars argue 

that IT enables and induces strategic change and that these changes are necessary in order to 

gain value from the investment. Based on extensive empirical studies of the Swedish graphic 

industry this paper elaborates on the connection between strategy development and IT utiliza-

tion. The conclusions are based on a longitudinal study of the graphic industry (1980-2010), 

a complete study of all annual reports from the two market leaders in the industry (1984-

2010) and a complete study of all board meeting protocols in a newspaper and printing com-

pany (1971-1989). One conclusion is that there is greater awareness about the implications of 

IT on the business and the industry than the companies manage to translate in to action. An-

other conclusion is that the strategic orientation of the owners affects the execution of the IT 

strategy in the operating units.   
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1 Introduction 

Firms that are part of an industry constantly have to reconsider their business strategies in 

order to stay competitive. Today when IT is transforming the global economy (Carlsson 

2004), the technology may inspire as well as hinder the development of business strategies. 

This article focuses on the question to which degree do IT influence the formulation and im-

plementation of business strategies? 

In the literature it has been recognized that IT may very well influence business strategies. In 

the early days of digitization Porter & Millar (1985) described how the value chain can be re-

designed through IT. They also wrote that the technology changes industry structure through 

for example increase of the power of buyers and the threat of substitutes. Carr (2003) on the 

other hand is an example of the apprehension that IT has little strategic value. The technology 

has become a commodity available to any company in any industry and therefore its contribu-

tion to a sustained competitive advantage is limited. 

No matter if IT contributes to competitive advantage, it has during the last decades trans-

formed several industries in dramatic ways (Carlsson et al., 2011). Processes, products organ-

izations and boundaries of single firms have changed because of digitization. This evidence of 

transformation indicates that the ways business strategies are formulated also have been influ-
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enced, and in many cases it is the technology that has initiated the changes. This raises the 

question how single firms in an industry formulate their business strategies. What comes first, 

the strategy that points out investment in IT resources? Or is IT a driving force that set the 

terms for business strategy formulation? In other words: What are the hen and the egg in this 

context and which one of these comes first?  Or maybe the technology and the strategies in-

fluence and merge in an unseparately symbiosis? 

In the next section some studies of strategy development will be reviewed. Then comes a de-

scription of the methods used for the research that is presented in the paper, a section followed 

by a presentation of the case of the Swedish graphic industry. Finally conclusions on IT’s 

influence on business strategies are presented together with some managerial implications. 

2 The role of IT in strategy development  

Without doubt IT has affected how companies are controlled, from the introduction of punch-

card machines to the fully integrated enterprise systems (for an excellent overview see Nolan, 

2000).Today IT is at the core of most companies planning and follow-up systems changing 

management control practices (Nilsson et al, 2011) as well of the role of the controller (Lind-

vall, 2009).  

In parallel to this development there has been a growing interest in the role of IT in creating 

opportunities for business development. The line of reasoning is that IT is transforming not 

only how the company is controlled but also the way the business operates; internally and in 

relation to their suppliers and customers. As companies start to operate in new ways, it will 

put pressure on the peers in the industry, and eventually IT will effect the industry as such. 

Most literature that talks about the business value of IT and how IT could be used, argues that 

IT should be seen as a strategic resource. Hence, there is an assumed relation between IT and 

the company’s strategy. “Strategy”, in these texts, is often regarded as a straight forward con-

cept. An opinion that many scholars challenge. 

Most practitioners as well as the normative business literature, regard strategy as a plan, as a 

set of explicit ideas about how the organization should behave, in order to reach their ultimate 

goals (Mintzberg et al., 2009). Of course this is an extreme simplification and Minztberg et al 

has identified a set of strategy schools that can be used to understand the different kinds of 

interpretation of the word strategy - strategy as a process of conception (The design school), 

strategy as a formal process (the planning school), strategy as an analytical process (the posi-

tioning school) and strategy as an emergent process (the learning school) - to name some of 

the most influential schools of thought. 

In this paper we will mainly try to understand how IT and strategy is interrelated. We will do 

that by emphasizing the temporal aspect; i.e. if the strategy is expressed before the action is 

taken (as a plan or an analytical process) or if the strategy is induced from the behavior, i.e. 

expressed in terms of what the business have actually been doing, ex post (as a an emergent 

process). Strongly related to these schools of thought is the ongoing discussion of whether the 

strategy emanates from the core of the organization itself (the resource-based view of the 

firm) or if the strategy is the result of seeking a strong competitive position focusing on what 

happens outside the organization (the positioning school). Typically, writers like Grant 

(1991), Barney (1991), Hamel och Prahalad (1990) are attributed the idea that strategies 
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should stem from the unique (and internal) resources that the organization possesses, whereas 

writers like Porter (1985; 1998) and sometimes also Champy and Hammer (1993) are consi-

dered supporters of the “outside-in” perspective. 

The third influence on strategy that we like to address, covers the hierarchical view on strate-

gies, i.e. how strategies are expressed on different organizational levels (Nilsson and Rapp, 

2005). In large organizations, that includes several operating units (businesses), there is a 

need to define the raison-d’être for the group as such. Why is it better for an entity to belong 

to a larger group than to operate on their own. Campbell et al. (1995) are talking about this as 

a “parenting advantage”, i.e. that there are some unique benefits for the unit to belong to a 

certain group, rather than to belong to another group or to operate independently. Also Porter 

(1987) has offered a set of concepts that can be used to understand different corporate strate-

gies, which can generate a parenting advantage. The two most reoccurring concepts are 1) the 

synergetic approach, which is called activity sharing, where the operating units will benefit 

from resources and processes in other parts of the group; and 2) the portfolio approach where 

the operating units are considered stand alone entities that the group can treat as individual 

investments and keep or sell off without any consequences for the other entities in the group. 

Further down the hierarchical dimension we find the business strategies (e.g. in the writings 

of Porter, 1985 on differentiation and cost leadership; in Miles and Snow, 1978 on analyzer, 

prospector and defender; Gupta and Govindarajan, 1984 on build, hold and harvest). Even 

further down, within each operating unit, strategies can also be used to express intentions (or 

describe established behaviors) regarding functional areas; such as IT which is described in 

the IT-strategy literature (as discussed by for example Earl, 1989; Sambamurthy and Zmud; 

1999). 

Hence, understanding how IT has influenced the strategic direction of the companies in the 

graphic industry, and especially the companies that we have studied, requires an awareness of 

the different interpretations of the concept strategy. Have the companies expressed their strat-

egies before the investments in IT or has the growing utilization of IT (ex post) been the start-

ing point for expressing what the company’s strategy is? Second, is IT described in the strate-

gies as an internal resource, that will be used to offer services to external customers, or are the 

investments in IT forced upon the company due to external pressure from customers and 

competitors? And finally, how are the strategies influenced by the owners of the operating 

unit? Does the owner offer a parenting advantage or is there even a parenting disadvantage of 

belonging to a certain group? 

3 Methodology 

In IT research there has been a lack of the use of longitudinal historical perspectives (Bannis-

ter, 2002). The need for historical perspectives when conducting studies on technological de-

velopment is advocated by e.g. Rosenberg (1994) and Arthur (1994). In their concept of path-

dependence it is stressed that in order to study a technological innovation today and to under-

stand the effects it has had on the context in which it is used, one has to take into account the 

roots from which it has been developed. Similar Bannister (2002) calls for historical studies 

of the development of IS in organizations and of how it influences and shapes these over the 

long term. Research using a horizontal (or longitudinal) perspective often relies on aggregate 

data though (e.g. Brynjolfsson & Hitt 2000; Jorgensen & Stiroh, 2000; Oliner & Sichel, 

2000). A limitation of this kind of research is that its main focus is IT capital spending, and it 

typically ignores how the technology is actually used. In this article we instead have a focus 
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on describing actual introduction and use of IT innovations and how these have influenced 

critical production and business processes and strategies during a period of three decades. 

The research presented here consists of interviews, web site and archive studies. The descrip-

tion of generic critical production processes and IT innovations in the graphic industry is ori-

ginated from 27 interviews conducted in between 2004-2007, with follow-up interviews in 

2011. The interviewees represent individuals that have long experience (20-40 years) from 

working within the Swedish graphic industry. In the companies they represent, they have po-

sitions such as CEO, Vice president, editors, and composers.  The average interviews were 

semi-structured and approximately one and a half hour long. The results from the original 

interviews are also published in Cöster (2007). The critical processes and IT innovations pre-

sented in the text are representative for the industry as a whole, but when applying them on a 

single company differences may be spotted. The purpose here though is to illustrate important 

milestones in the development of the industry rather than the one of a single company.    

In order to define how graphic companies have developed their business strategies from the 

early days of digitization in the 1970s until today, archive and website studies were con-

ducted. These were sorted into a 1) outside-in and a 2) inside-out perspective. The idea behind 

this categorization is that both perspectives give us information about the companies, but the 

character of the information differs. In the outside-in perspective we observe the official in-

formation that a company presents in annual reports and on web sites. These kinds of inter-

faces hold a lot of useful information, especially in a historical study, and give valuable inputs 

on how the companies describe their strategies from a design or a planning school perspec-

tive.   A shortcoming of them is though that the information often is polished and adjusted in 

order to give the reader such a favorable picture of the company as possible. The inside-out 

perspective enables us to complement this official information and hence give input from a 

positioning and learning school perspective and also to reflect upon the emergence of parent-

ing advantage. Here it is represented by board protocols and interviews and the idea is to 

catch how a company in the study on the inside actually discuss issues on IT and business 

strategies. 

The outside-in perspective comprises a study of annual reports from two leading Swedish 

graphic companies, Strålfors and Elanders, from 1984-2010 - in total 46 annual reports (the 

Strålfors reports runs until 2005 when the company was acquired by Posten AB). These were 

selected because they have been around for a long time in the industry (founded in 1907 and 

1919) and they today hold a position as two dominating corporate groups in the Swedish 

graphic industry. In each report the text presented under headlines such as “Words from the 

CEO” and “Vision, goal, and strategies” were selected. In the text phrases and words esti-

mated as expressing strategic intentions and ideas on IT were withdrawn and then sorted into 

years and decades. In the next step the expressions were interpreted and key words, i.e. recur-

ring words, were selected as representative for strategic formulations in each decade. Besides 

the annual reports also the web sites of the companies were explored in order to observe their 

current strategy formulations. 

In the inside-out part of the study we have made an in-depth study of internal documents in a 

printing company to understand how it’s board has discussed and made decisions on IT. For 

this part of the study we choose Barometern AB, a newspaper company with a commercial 

printing department located in the city of Kalmar in the southeast of Sweden. Compared to 

Strålfors and Elanders this a mid-sized company group. The main reason for choosing Baro-
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mentern was accessibility to documents, which we could not get in Elanders or Strålfors. Prior 

to the decision to study Barometern we also contacted some other printing companies to see if 

they would allow us to study their internal documents. However, neither of them agreed to 

open their archives for us. One benefit from investigating a different company, for the third 

part of the study, is that we can broaden the representation of companies (and type of compa-

nies) in our study. Barometern was founded in the mid 19th century and consisted until 1989 

of both newspaper printing and commercial printing, in addition to the editorial business. 

Hence, knowledgeable actors in all critical production processes (further presented in the next 

section) were represented, just as in the case of Strålfors and Elanders. The documents in the 

internal archive were board meeting protocols and appendixes and special reports to the 

board, during the period March 10 1971 until November 17 1988. In 1989 the group reorga-

nized and after that minutes from board meetings were not accessible for us. These archive 

studies were complemented with interviews with the current CEO of the commercial graphic 

company that Baromentern sold in late 1989, and one of the owners that also have worked in 

the organization since the mid 1970s.   

The results from the three empirical studies were in the end analyzed in order to see how the 

strategy was affected by introduction of IT innovations. This analysis has concepts of busi-

ness strategy development as a foundation as it reflects on how the strategic development and 

introduction of IT innovations in the corporations groups match different strategy schools and 

the occurrence of parenting advantage. 

4 From printing to information logistics 

”The graphic industry's main business is about communication of information in visual form 

on paper” (Romano 20040526). The graphic industry can be divided into three different seg-

ments: commercial products, newsprint and industrial products. The critical processes neces-

sary to produce a printed matter in these segments, using off-set printing technology, consists 

of the creation of original, pre-press, printing, and post-press processes. Within these 

processes there are several activities represented where the actual transformation of informa-

tion into a printed matter occurs. During the last decades digitization has transformed the 

processes, activities, and their output (Cöster 2007). Hereby the graphic industry has drifted 

towards becoming a multimedia industry, where printing itself might no longer be the domi-

nant activity (Kipphan 2001). The transformation of the industry has been enabled by an on-

going introduction of different IT innovations that have induced a digitization of critical 

processes.  

4.1 The digitization of the graphic industry 

During the time in-between 1980-2010 several IT-innovations have influenced the develop-

ment of critical production processes in the industry. IT is here defined as a technology con-

sisting of soft- and hardware. An IT innovation is the application of the technology in a spe-

cific context, for example an activity in a process. When the technology is applied the infor-

mation that is generated in the activity is transformed from an analog form to a digital, i.e. it is 

digitized.  
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Figure 1 present a summary of IT innovations that have been introduced in the graphic indus-

try in Sweden between 1980 and 2010.  In the 1980s innovations such as desktop technologies 

and storing and processing of pictures influenced the creation of original and the composing 

and reproduction processes. For example, with the release of Macintosh first desktop comput-

er in 1984 and Adobe systems software PostScript in 1985, the unique skills and competen-

cies of composers and typographers were put into the software of desktop computers. Initially 

it led to a reduction of composers and typographers and at the end of the decade, companies 

specialized in these professions and old composing systems more or less vanished. Because of 

this composing and reproduction processes in the early 1990s merged into the pre-press 

process. 

The desktop technology continued to develop in the 1990s, but now also the printing and 

post-press processes were influenced. In the printing process, IT was introduced and embed-

ded in printing presses as control systems. This did not remarkably affect the capacity of the 

printing presses, instead the major benefit was that printing supervisors better could control 

and manage the complete printing process. In newspaper graphics the post-press process de-

veloped when activities gradually were automatized. For example were automated transporta-

tion lines between the press to the post-press department and trimming devices introduced. 

Figure 1: The processes of the graphic industry and the IT-innovations that have influenced the                                 

transformation of them between the years 1980–2010 
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During the 2000s information flows in the different processes have converted to almost total 

digitization. Software such as Adobe PDF and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) are examples of 

standards that have been broadly accepted by the industry. These, alongside an increasing 

capacity of the Internet, have been important factors for the development of automatized in-

formation flows between actors in the processes. In the prepress process the Computer to plate 

(CTP) technology has contributed to quality improvements in printing plate production and at 

the same time reduced the number of individuals employed in the pre-press departments by 

approximately 50 %. Additionally the CTP technology has also contributed by shortening the 

time required for mounting the plates into the printing press. By using bar codes plates today 

are automatically sorted and adjusted into the right place of the press reducing the standstill of 

it. Color management software has increased the quality of printed matters produced in the 

printing process and the use of ink-jet combined with offset allows local adjustments of for 

example advertisements in a newspaper. In the Post-press process distribution information, 

used for example when bundling newspapers, has become more precise leading to a more 

accurate number of newspapers distributed.   

The examples of IT innovations and the digitization of processes above represent only a brief 

description of the actual transformation that the industry has gone trough. But as the graphic 

industry has transformed, how has it been reflected in the business strategy development of 

graphic companies? 

4.2 Business concept and strategy development in the graphic indus-
try – The outside-in perspective 

Today leading graphic companies in Sweden present their business as information logisitics. 

For example, Elanders write on their entrance web page: ”Elanders handles customers’ infor-

mation and printed matter logistics…” (Elanders.se 2011).  This has not always been the case 

though, in their annual reports in the mid 1985 the same company writes that their business 

concpets is, ”…with support from computers, process and distribute information in different 

shapes: as a printed matter, electronic printing, or as Vidoetex” (Elanders 1984).  This indi-

cates that IT already in the mid 1980s had become influential on the business concept devel-

opment, but it was not at all defined as information logistics. So when did changes in business 

concepts and strategies occur?  

4.2.1 Business concept development 

In table 1 business concepts for the two corporate groups are presented. Both of them already 

in 1984 had computers as a central part of their concept. Also they emphasize transferring 

information respectively distribution of information. Elanders also gave examples of different 

medias such as traditional printed matters, electronic printing and Videotex. Electronic print-

ing was a technology similar to the digital printing of today, which they established in 1982. It 

was appropriate for print of short series (1-500 copies) where the customer had demands on 

rapid updating and deliverance. Common products were price lists, manuals, direct adver-

tisement brochures. Videotex was a main frame system for transferring text messages, compa-

rable to today’s e-mail. 
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Both corporations kept their business concept fairly intact until 1999, although Elanders shut 

down their Videotex business already in 1988. The major shift in business concept happened 

for both companies in 1999. Here Strålfors write that they are IT focused and that their busi-

ness is about information transmission. Elanders emphasize that they distribute information, 

no matter of the media. In the year 2000 Strålfors further developed and formulated the busi-

ness concept that they with only minor revision has kept until 2011. They offer total solutions 

and systems, services and products for efficient communication of information. Elanders on 

their hand write that they combine advanced IT with graphic competencies.  

4.2.2 Business strategy development 

Business strategy formulations aren’t visible in the 1984 annual reports, only business con-

cepts are clearly formulated (see Table 2). Strålfors first business strategy formulation occurs 

in 1986 and it don’t explicitly express IT as necessary for realizing it. In 1992 the formulation 

of the business strategy becomes clearer. IT isn’t explicitly mentioned, but terms   

 Strålfors  
 Established 1919 

 Commercial graphic 

 Turnover 2005: 3,5 billion sek (in monetary value of 

2010) 

Elanders  
 Established 1907 

 Commercial graphic 

 Turnover 2010: 1,75 billion sek. 

Current 

Business 

concept  

(on compa-

ny website 

2011) 

Strålfors, part of the Posten Norden Group, is an IT 

focused B-2-B company with a print heritage, providing 

total solutions within the field of information transfer. 
Strålfors develops, produces and delivers systems, servic-

es and products for the efficient communication of infor-

mation crucial to operating businesses. 

Elanders helps its customers to take control of the chal-

lenges in their communication processes. We believe in the 

printed word, naturally in combination with new media. 
Elanders, one of the few printers that can really deliver 

global solutions for any kind of information, is determined 

to be one of the most effective companies. 

Business 

concept  

1984-2010 

(historical 

information 

on Strålfors 

available 

until 2005) 

1984-1986 

To work with products related to the computer. Trans-

ferring information is the common denominator. 

1984-1987 

With support from computers - process and distribute in-

formation in different shapes: as a printed matter, electronic 

printing, or as Videotex. 

1987-1998 

To work with transferring information with emphasis 

on products related to the computer. 

1988-1993 

With support from computers process and refine informa-

tion for presentation in printed matter or electronic media. 

1999 

Strålfors is an IT focused B-2-B company with a graph-

ic tradition, within the area of information transmis-

sion. We are new-thinkers within information transmis-
sion 

1994-1996 

With support from computers process and refine informa-

tion for printing in large volumes or presentation via elec-

tronic media. 

2000-2005 

Strålfors is an IT focused B-2-B company with a graph-
ic tradition, offering total solutions within the area of 

information transmission. Strålfors develop, produce 

and deliver systems, services and products for efficient 
communication of information crucial to operating 

businesses. 

1997-1998 

To refine and distribute information, with emphasis on 
graphic production. 

1999 

To develop and distribute information, no matter of the me-
dia, in order to meet our customers’ future needs. We do this 

by combining long experience of graphic production with 

new technology and competencies. 

2000-2009 

By combining advanced IT with graphic competencies we 

create significant value for our customers. 

2010 

Elanders helps its customers to take control of the chal-

lenges in their communication processes. We believe in the 
printed word, naturally in combination with new media. 

Elanders, one of the few printers that can really deliver 

global solutions for any kind of information, is determined 
to be one of the most effective companies. 

Table 1: Business concepts of the Corporate groups Strålfors and Elanders as expressed in annual reports 

 and web sites in between 1984-2011. 
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 Strålfors  
 Established 1919 

 Commercial graphic 

 Turnover 2005: 3,5 billion sek (in monetary value of 2010) 

Elanders  
 Established 1907 

 Commercial graphic 

Turnover 2010: 1,75 billion sek. 

Current 

Business 

Strategy 

formulation  

(on compa-

ny website 

2011) 

 To deliver solutions for information transfer that 

allows customers to concentrate on their core busi-

ness.  

 To offer the appropriate solution for information 

transfer irrespective of technology and material. To 

combine efficient production with time-saving and 

cost-saving logistics and delivery solutions. 

 To prioritize current, recurring business or transac-
tions. 

 Develop local customers with global needs to global 

customers. 

 Optimize the use of the common corporate produc-

tion and delivery capacity 

 Create common and automatized  corporate group 

processes 

 Develop products for future needs with business 

benefits of today  

 Continue to develop web-to-print (W2P) and EDI 

solutions. 

 Powerful expansion within packaging and solutions 

for personalized products. 

 Expand the customer base and the product offerings 

in order to reduce the business cycle. 

Business 

strategy 

formulation  

1984-2010 

(historical 

information 

on Strålfors 

available 

until 2005) 

1986-1991 

We are the only Nordic company that can offer a 

broad assortment of products. In order to manage this 

we have built up resources for problem solving and 

product and system development. It enables us to 

stay one step ahead. 

1997-1999 

The business areas besides Catalog shall continue to 

grow in the Nordic countries, both through additional 

acquisitions and through organic growth. 

1992-1998 

 To consolidate the role as market leaders in our 

traditional segments.  

 To concentrate the production in order to achieve a 

maximum use of capacity within the graphic sec-

tor.  

 Further develop concept/system products, “value 

added products”.  

 Further invest in research and development in 

order to be able to deliver products vital also in the 

beginning of the 21st century. 
 

2000-2004 

 Expansion within IT/media 

 Internationalization 

 Partnership with customers 

 Expansion within prioritized customer segment 

(2003-2004) 

 Growth combined with profitability 

 Developing competencies 

 Expand the environmental work (2000-2002) 
 

1999 

Through new thinking being a market leader and part-

ner within the area information transmission in the 

Nordic countries, but also to an increasing part in the 

rest of Europe. This position is based upon services 

and products of high quality and the ability to develop 

solutions that satisfy every single customer’s needs. 

Strålfors rationalizes information and commerce flows 

that support customers within the area of relation mar-

keting. 

2005-2008 

 Focus on prioritized customer segments 

 Customer driven growth within the whole value 

chain 

 High customer and end-customer knowledge 

 Strong business and innovation culture 

 Knowledge management 
 

2000-2005 

To deliver solutions for information transfer that allows 

customers to concentrate on their core business. Stral-

fors collects, processes, stores and delivers customers’ 

information that is crucial to the running of their busi-

nesses. 

 To offer the appropriate solution for informa-

tion transfer irrespective of technology and 

material. 

 To deliver both graphical information carriers 

such as labels and forms and also cards and 

electronic solutions. 

 To combine efficient production with time-

saving and cost-saving logistics and delivery 

solutions. 

 To prioritize current, recurring business or 
transactions. 

2009-2010 

 Create one Elanders 

 Develop local customers with global needs to global 

customers. 

 Optimize the use of the common corporate produc-

tion and delivery capacity 

 Automatie the processes of the corporate group and 

adjust to using the Internet as the main customer in-

terface in the future 

 Develop products for future needs with business 

benefits of today  
 

Table 2: Business strategy formulation of the Corporate groups Strålfors and Elanders as expressed in annual reports  

and web sites in between 1984-2011. 
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like concentrate the production in order to achieve a maximum use of capacity and develop 

concept/system products, value added products, is possible to interpret as being enabled by 

use of IT. 

Elanders first specific strategy formulation are visible in the 1997 annual report and it sug-

gests an expansion from traditional segments, business areas besides Catalog shall continue 

to grow. Before 1997 the CEO in the reports write about and make comments on future de-

velopment, but it isn’t presented as explicit business strategies.  

In 1999 and 2000 the formulation of business strategies starts to dramatically change, as in the 

case of the business concepts. The strategy become more explicit and also the influence of IT 

is more obvious. Strålfors underlines new thinking within the area information transmission. 

Interesting is that graphic production isn’t mentioned in the expressed strategy but emphasis 

is on information in itself. Also solutions that satisfy every single customer’s needs indicate 

an underlying IT infrastructure that enables individual solutions. In between the years 2000-

2004 Elanders clearly point out IT as a central part of its strategy when describing expansion 

within IT/media as a part of their strategic focus. They also underscore partnership with cus-

tomers indicating that customers are involved in the production processes, something that has 

been enabled by IT innovations such as common standards and an increasing capacity of the 

Internet. 

4.2.3 Additional writings on IT in the annual reports 

Besides text on business concept and business strategy, also more general formulations in the 

annual reports were collected. These show that both companies early on had an awareness of 

the importance that IT have for developing their business.  

In 1989 the CEO of Elanders writes that the computer technology has simplified the possibil-

ity to process originals and made the printing presses more rational. The amount of printed 

matter increases each year and more colour is used in these. Also composing companies no 

longer look upon the writing of text as a composing work. They presume that customers hand 

over a floppy disc with approved text which has resulted in a more rational production of 

originals and also the time for production has been heavily reduced. In 1992 the same CEO 

writes about powerful micro computers and software development that contributes to a grad-

ual sophistication and what was considered as toys only a couple of years ago by people in the 

industry, is today considered powerful resources. Here they also announced that they in 1993 

would be the first company in Sweden to install computer to plate equipment.  

The first time the concept “IT” is used is in Strålfors 1994 report and in the case of Elanders 

in the 1997 report. Before that the writings in both companies’ reports were about computers 

and software. The Strålfors CEO says that the development of IT is very rapid and almost all 

of the business of Strålfors is within this sphere, direct or indirect. In 1996 the CEO makes a 

statement that the corporate group have built and modified the computer networks within the 

corporations in the group, improved and simplified methods for sending and receiving infor-

mation from customers and suppliers, and developed solutions so that they internally can han-

dle this information the quickest way possible. Furthermore, formulated as strategic align-

ment, they write that they will expand the international growth with IT as a spear head and 

their experience of information transmission will give the company a continuously competi-

tive advantage.  
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In 1999, both corporations takes an important step towards the concept of Infologistics when 

they redefine their core business. Strålfors presents the new business area of InfoConcept that 

offers solutions for administrative communication and market communication at large com-

panies and organizations. Also they start a web/EDI based commercial site on the Internet. 

Elanders write that they have developed from graphic industry to an Infomedia corporate 

group. Instead of being just a graphic industry corporate group they now deliverer all services 

within the chain of publishing. In-between 2000-2010 the influence from IT is also noticeable 

in recurring organizational changes and introduction of concepts such as Master vendor 

(Elanders) and detailed descriptions of digitized business process.  

4.2.4 The outside-in perspective – a summary 

Early on in the annual reports of Elanders and Strålfors there is awareness of the influence 

that IT have on the business. But it takes until 1999 before the technology is visible not only 

in business concept formulations, but in almost all parts of the reports. The tools for describ-

ing how IT is used also changes. In the 2000s management glossaries, concepts such as value 

chain, up-stream and down-stream flows,and B-2-B becomes more common. But if this is the 

official versions of how two leading corporations within the industry choose to formulate on 

IT and business strategies, what was going on inside companies when trying to reflect upon 

the technology and the impact IT may have on the business? 

4.3 Strategy development inside a company in the graphic industry: 
The case of KST Infoservice – The inside-out perspective 

In the previous two sections we have described IT’s impact on the graphic industry at large 

respectively how two market leaders in this industry have responded to it, both with regard to 

the business concepts they have launched and the strategies they claim to have followed. This 

description, however, only paints the picture of IT’s effects from the outside. 

To complement this we have also studied one particular company in the graphic industry from 

the inside. We have especially focused on the most strategic discussions about IT within the 

company; the discussions that have taken place regarding IT and IT:s effects on the business 

in the board of the company. We have read and analyzed every board meeting protocol from 

the company from 1971- 1989 (when the company was sold to three of its employees). For 

the period after 1989 until 2011 we have studied documents, marketing materials and inter-

viewed the company’s CEO and one of the owners/board members (who participated in the 

management buyout in 1989). 

4.3.1 IT and business strategy of a commercial graphic company in-between 
1971-1989 

KST Infoservice is today a heavily computerized, full service information production and 

distribution company. This was however not always been the case. KST was originally a book 

printing company founded 1851. Newspaper-printing was added to the repertoire of services 

in the late 19th century. From then on the company housed both the editorial staff for the 

newspaper and the printing of the newspaper (Barometern) as well as traditional commercial 

printing. Over the years the newspaper business grew, but still the commercial printing deli-

vered a valuable financial contribution, thus it was natural to keep both businesses under the 

same umbrella. 
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The newspaper business continued to grow and soon it became the main business of the com-

pany. In 1947 the ownership of Barometern (including the commercial printing unit) was 

turned over to a foundation. This foundation appoints the board members in the operating 

company. Until 1989 the commercial printing unit belonged to the Barometern group and thus 

had a qualified board, more qualified than what is typical for most stand alone printing com-

panies of that size. 

Among other things the board continuously received information about trends and technolo-

gical advancements in the printing business. Already in 1978 a special study was presented to 

the board, about the development of the printing business, presenting a lot of business oppor-

tunities that the Barometern group could act on. In this report much of how we today perceive 

networked computers and digital information flows were described, especially how text could 

be generated at one place (for example by freelance writers abroad) and then managed digital-

ly all the way to the actual printing machine. 

The commercial printing unit thus had a knowledgeable board and its business was discussed 

in every board meeting during the period studied (1971-1989), even though it only accounted 

for less than 10% of the group’s turnover. The most typical issues that were brought to the 

board during this period were that the commercial printing didn’t make a profit, and that it 

repeatedly asked for additional funding to survive. The board was not happy about this devel-

opment and it made some decisions to turn the trend; on initiative was to attract new custom-

ers by expanding the market reach. During the 1980s several attempts are made to acquire 

customers in Stockholm, through partnerships and alliances with Stockholm-based compa-

nies. Neither of these efforts became especially successful. Finally a new manager for the 

commercial printing business is recruited was recruited in the early 1980s. Still the unit didn’t 

manage to grow its revenues to cover its costs. 

Computerization of the printing process was continuously discussed in the board, but predo-

minantly it focused on computerizing the newspaper production; all the way from text produc-

tion to printing. This knowledge could, however, also be applied to the commercial printing 

business, but did never result in any strategic decisions on how to convert the manual infor-

mation flows and production to digital flows (which the board had extensive knowledge 

about). One reason for that, which also affected the degree of computerization in the newspa-

per printing business, were the agreements with the labor union which stipulated that compa-

nies in the graphic industry were not allowed to let employees go due to rationalizations fol-

lowing form computerization. If computers took over work from employees, the companies 

were responsible to find other work for these employees. The contractual agreements with the 

labor union thus made it impossible to take advantage of the benefits from computerization. 

The manager of the commercial printing unit kept asking the board for both direction and re-

sources to upgrade the operation. In 1979 the manager wrote to the board, expressing that the 

printing unit was gradually losing competitive advantage since it was not keeping up with the 

technological development in the industry. The unit manager suggests to the board that they 

needed to make a decision on what to do with the commercial printing unit. Should it become 

a competitive player in its markets or should it just maintain a status que (and hence loose 

competitiveness compared to its competitors)?. 

Repeatedly, the board discussed what to do with the printing unit and the underlying opinion 

seems to be that it should be sold of or liquidated. Still, such a decision seemed to be difficult 
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to make – from a social point of view. In one board protocol (1980) it says: ”…the discussions 

continued regarding liquidation of the commercial printing unit, but such a decision was con-

sidered impossible to make, due to e.g. employee-social reasons since the company previously 

– at great expenses – has rescued another unit in the group”. 

The board during this time also recurrently discussed IT investments. The first occasion is in 

1973 in form of a new computer for composing production. In the years that followed until 

1989 computers and software were highlighted in the annual investment plans, especially 

from 1985 and forward. The majority of the investments were computers for use in the news-

paper production at the editorial office and composing and reproduction departments. The 

commercial printing company was not prioritized in these plans. In the end of 1989 the total 

value of the investments made by the corporate group, beginning in 1973, were 6 159 000 

euro (in monetary value of 2010).  

During the 1970s and 1980s Barometern was tremendously successful in acquiring other 

newspapers (and their commercial printing units) in the region. In the late 1980s, however, the 

board found it necessary to restructure the group, and create a dedicated parenting company 

that would control all the operating companies. As a consequence of this structural redesign 

the board finally found it possible to shut down the commercial printing unit. 

Three employees in the unit got to know this and approached the board to see if they could 

strike an agreement with Barometern to take over the business (with all its rights and respon-

sibilities). The board agreed to this, and thus didn’t have to handle the costly process of liqui-

dating the company and handling all responsibilities towards the former employees. 

4.3.2 IT and business strategy of a commercial graphic company in-between 
1990-2010 

From January 1 1990, the three former employees assumed responsibility for the business – a 

business that, according to the earlier presentation to the board, was far from a modern print-

ing business. The three companions were fully aware of the commercial challenges they 

would face to turn the operation back in to the black. The obvious first initiative was to reduce 

the number of employees dramatically. This was handled both through ordinary lay offs and 

by handing over, the somewhat digitalized, prepress function (and its employees) to a local 

advertisement agency. The period 1990-1994 was totally focused on survival and gradually 

the new owners managed to rescue the company. 

When the company reached the mid nineties they had managed to make the transition from 

the red to the black. They now had the opportunity to look forward and decide what kind of 

printing company they wanted to become. Digitalization was believed to be an important 

challenge and opportunity for the future and the owners decided to invest heavily in a digita-

lized pre press process (i.e. taking back the service that they had handed over to the ad agency 

a couple of years earlier). From 1995 until 2000, the production was digitalized; from a brand 

new pre-press process and forward all the way to the printing itself (investing in CTP – Com-

puter To Plate – in 1999). 

By the millennium shift, after only five years, the company had transformed from a manual to 

a digital printing business. And they were ready to take the next step. In 2001 KST acquired a 

company in the same business that had developed a proprietary system to manage the full 
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information flow from order to print via the web. The new web based interface allowed cus-

tomers to dock on to KST’s internal digital information flows. The web-to-print integrated 

system even allowed KST’s customers to offer their customers individualized on-demand 

printing. The largest agreement was signed when the Swedish Post decided to offer a service 

to their customers, where they could log on to Posten’s web site, choose or upload a photo 

and use this as the image on a postcard that was produced in KST’s printing machines – on-

demand – with a personal message printed in the back of the post card. KST then delivered it 

directly to the mailbox of recipient. Each postcard is unique and delivered the next day. This 

solution would not have been possible to offer, unless the whole process had been digitalized. 

In 2005, ten years after the decision to invest in a computerized pre press, KST believed that 

they had changed character so much – from analog and physical printing, to management of 

information flows – that they decided to change name. The company’s new name became 

KST Infoservice, to denote that they offered to manage the customers’ complete information 

flow: from point to point. 

Ten years of intense focus on how to harvest the opportunities inherent in IT has of course 

also resulted in some less successful ventures. In the late 2000s KST tried to extend the on-

demand postcard printing business to another customer base. In a joint venture with a partner 

they started to offer the service via Facebook (under the brandname Emoticards), but this 

didn’t become successful. The venture, however, is an example of where IT has taken the 

company: from outsourcing the digital activities (prepress) in the beginning of the nineties to 

docking on their completely digitalized business directly on to the community where senders 

and receivers of postcards meet, short circuiting the traditional distributor of postcards. 

The story of KST Infoservice describes a company that entered the 1990s with a production 

system that was way behind their competitors in the industry. A company that, after a man-

agement buyout, managed to turn loss into profit and used this leach to embark on a journey 

where they were determined to use IT to create competitive advantage. 

5 Analysis 

The question in the beginning of the paper was if, in the case of the graphic industry, business 

strategies points out investment in IT resources, or if IT is a driving force that set the terms for 

business strategy formulation?  Recapturing the content of figure 1, it shows that in the 1980s 

IT was introduced in only two of the four processes, Creation of Original and Prepress. Dur-

ing the 1990s also the Printing and Postpress processes became digitized and the introduction 

of IT innovations has continued during 2000s. Hereby the information flow in critical produc-

tion processes, including supplier and customer relations, became totally digitized.  

5.1 IT and business strategy from an outside-in perspective 

The outcome of the outside-in perspective indicates that in the graphic industry the technolo-

gy, IT innovations, came first and formulations on business strategies has followed. This de-

velopment of business strategies has hereby characteristics of an emergent process rather than 

a formal or analytical one. Further it indicates that the business strategies have emerged from 

internal resources, i.e. IT innovations, which the corporations had invested in during a longer 

period of time. Not all investments, or resources, have positively contributed to the business 

strategy development though. For example, the Videotext was a resource highlighted by 
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Elanders during several years in the 1980s, but in 1988 it was suddenly removed from the 

business concept formulation. Similar investments in IT have occurred during the decades, 

although they have been less in 2000s as several industry standards were established. This 

type of investments indicates that the corporations may believe investment in IT resources are 

necessary in order to stay competitive, but it is not always obvious how the resources corre-

late to the business strategy.  

For example, already in the early 1980s there exists an awareness of the importance of com-

puters and software. Both corporations write that their business concept is about transferring 

and distributing information in different shapes. But the full picture, i.e. the possibilities to 

restructure the core business, is visible for the first time in 1999. At that time a complete digi-

tization enabled Strålfors and Elanders to introduced new concepts such as Infomedia, Infolo-

gistics, and InfoConcept.  

It is important to consider though that the findings in the annual reports have limitations when 

it comes to compare business strategies and introduction of IT innovations. One reason is that 

in the official information the corporations may hold back, because they are not keen on re-

vealing their true strategic intentions for their competitors. Also it seems like there is not a 

clear definition of what should be expressed as business strategies in the 1980s and 1990s. In 

the reports business concept were more clearly influenced by IT innovations than the business 

strategies. This maybe indicates that the border between business concept and strategies dur-

ing that time wasn’t always very clear. But it also indicates that it is one thing to show aware-

ness of the necessity of IT, but it is much harder to really implement the technology and make 

it influence the long run development, i.e. the business strategy. 

5.2 IT and business strategy from an inside-out perspective 

The inside-out case of KST Infoservice presents numerous interesting observations. To start 

with, the strategic awareness about the potential benefits of computerization in the board did 

not lead to any action. In the board protocols we can see that the board was aware of the tech-

nical possibilities inherent in IT rather early. Already in 1978 the board was aware of how 

computers could be used to digitalize the information flows. There were however exogenous 

factors that made such investments less attractive, for example the agreements with the labor 

unions that hindered the company benefit from the rationalization of the production processes 

(the company had to keep the employees, even though their work had been removed). 

It is also apparent that the Newspaper company became less and less of a good owner, since 

they – especially the board – didn’t seem to have a passion for the commercial printing busi-

ness. Issues regarding the commercial printing units were brought up at every board meeting, 

but most of the issues were treated superficially. The board seems to strive for business as 

usual and allocate the necessary financial resources when needed to keep the print unit run-

ning. There are no sharp strategic directives to the printing unit of any sort; neither to expand 

and develop the business, nor to cut costs (personnel) and downsize. 

When the three employees at the printing units buy the business, all necessary actions seems 

to be taken. Some departments are spun off, sold to the ad agence, and some are downsized by 

letting people off. The newspaper didn’t seem to offer the printing unit any parenting advan-

tage. As soon it moved out of the group it could start the make decisions that improved the 

business, that were difficult to make within. 
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Finally, as KST Infoservice managed survive the first years as a stand alone business, the 

three owners were able to look forward and think about what company they wanted to create. 

The first decision was to use IT as a competitive advantage, hence they decided to recruit a 

person to create “the world’s best digital prepress process”. In this case, the idea of IT utiliza-

tion came first, and the task was assigned to an externally recruited person that was qualified 

for it. So to speak, the idea came first, and the realization of the idea came later, i.e. making it 

an example of strategy as an ex ante Plan in Mintzberg’s vocabulary. The case also illustrates 

a strategy that is first defined internally – by the company – and then brought to the market. 

6 Final conclusions 

Today IT is in a way the very business of the graphic industry. The question of what is the 

hen or the egg, IT or business strategy, is therefore hard to establish a clear and concise an-

swer to. During the last decade studied here the symbiosis of them has been clear. In the pe-

riod in-between 1970s until 1990s this symbiosis isn’t that obvious though. One reason is that 

the technology was in an early stage of development. The actors in the study shows during 

this stage (the first sign of discussion on IT was in 1973) an awareness of the importance IT 

has for the development of their business. Substantial sums, Barometern invested 6,1 milion 

eur during a period when the technology was quite immature, can be seen as evidence for the 

belief of its necessity. The merging between IT and business strategies happened in the late 

1990s and early 2000, as the critical production processes became totally digitized. Standardi-

zations of industry critical software are an evidence of a more mature technology. Another 

important factor during this time was also the development of the Internet that enabled com-

panies in the industry to integrate and connect their digitized information flows and value 

chains. 

From this perspective the technology may instead be considered as the rooster. Without IT the 

graphic industry as we know it today would not have existed. Or in other words: Without a 

rooster, either hens or eggs would have seen the light of day. 
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